Key: D
Genre: General
Harp Type: Diatonic
Skill: Beginner

The Birds And The Bees
-8 7 -6 6 -5 -4 -5 -6 -6 -5
Let me tell ya `bout The Birds And The Bees
4 4 5 5 6 6 -4 4 4 5
And the flowers and the trees, and the moon
6 5-4 7 7 b-7-5 -6 -5 6-5
up above, and a thing called love~~~
-8 7 -6 6 -5 -4 -5 -6 -6 -5
Let me tell ya `bout the stars in the sky
-4 -4 5 6 6 -4 4 4 5 6 5 -4
And a girl and a guy, and the way they could kiss
7 7 b-7-5 -6 -5 6-5
on a night like this~~~
-5 -5 6 -5 6 -5 -8 b-7 -5
When I look into your big brown eyes

We share Hamornica Tabs for Free – Our goal is to
have a website where everyone can find and share
all of their Harmonica Tabs in one central
location.Please feel free to look around and post
the harp tabs you have or request ones you are
looking for.

-8 -8 -8 7 b-7 -8 -8 7
It`s so very plain to see
-4 -4 -6 -6 -5 -5-5 -4 -6
That it`s time you learned about the facts
6 -4 6 6 -5 5 -5 6
of life starting from “A” to “Z”
-8 7 -6 6 -5 -4 -5 -6 -6 -5
Let me tell ya `bout The Birds And The Bees
4 4 5 5 6 6 -4
And the flowers and the trees
4 4 5 6 5-4 7 7 b-7-5 -6 -5 6-5
And the moon up above, and a thing called love~~~

Lyrics

We share Hamornica Tabs for Free – Our goal is to
have a website where everyone can find and share
all of their Harmonica Tabs in one central
location.Please feel free to look around and post
the harp tabs you have or request ones you are
looking for.

